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Pettigrew package focuses on academics
he also resolved that permission to take
more than 19 credits should be approved by
the student's adviser and not by the department head as the committee suggested.
Finally, Pettigrew dealt with the drop
policy in his package. At present, the period
to drop a course without record is four
weeks; further, a student may drop a course
within 10 weeks from the beginning of the
semester and have a W placed on his
record. "The problem here is people overbooking for courses with the intention of
dropping," said Pettigrew. Pettigrew proposed that the drop date remain the same
but that students only be allowed to drop
four courses with record during their time
at Clemson.

by Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor
Resolutions concerning academic procedures were the focal point of Student
Body President John Pettigrew's legislative
package, which he presented to the student
senate Monday evening.
In his senate address, Pettigrew said that
academic regulations will be a prominent
topic in this year's senate meetings. "I
believe the most important issues to address
this year will be academic recommendations," said Pettigrew.
Three resolutions on academic regulations were introduced. According to
academic regulations proposed by a university ad hoc committee, all final examinations would become mandatory and cumulative. One of Pettigrew's resolutions states
that decisions on examinations be left to the
individual faculty member. Currently, the
decision is left to the discretion of either the
department or the professor.
The second academic proposal in Pettigrew's- package concerns a limit on the
number of credits a student may take during a semester. A limit of 19 hours has been
proposed by the ad hoc committee, and
Pettigrew supports the proposal. However,

John Pettigrew

photo by Mike Murray

Student TV poll: game shows,
soap operas come in last
by Randy Cox
staff writer
Clemson students, on the average,
watch two hours of television a day. They
prefer comedies and movies and detest
game shows and soap operas. Or so say
the findings of a television survey conducted on campus this summer.
The questionnaire asked students to
estimate how much television they watch
while in and away from school, along with
the amount they watched as children,
their favorite shows and show types, their
sex, class, and major. The results show
that the women on campus watch a good
bit more television than do the men and
that students in general watch about twice
as much while away from school compared to their in-school viewing.
Though the females watch more television now, it hasn't always been that
way. As children, women estimated they
watched an average of 4.2 hours of television per day, while the men averaged
4.7. The women are making up for lost
time.
When the results are divided by class,
the rule seems to be the longer a student
has been in school, the less he watches the
tube. Freshmen average two and a half
hours a day during school, while graduate
students average only 70 minutes.
Breaking the survey down by colleges, it
is found that students from the College of
Industrial Management and Textile
Sciences and the College of Liberal Arts
tend to watch more television while in
school than other students. The other end
of the spectrum belongs to students studying education and the sciences. While
away from school, though, those in the
College of Sciences and agriculture majors

tune in the most.
But the really interesting major is architecture. Students in this field watch no
more and no less television than other
students nowadays, but when they were
children, they drank in six hours a dayfar more than students in any other field.
Children who watched very little television
grew up to become education and liberal
arts majors.
As for favorite show types, comedies
won hands-down, with movies in a respectable second place. Game shows,
soaps, and law series were the least
popular. Science fiction got only a
mediocre response from all students except the engineers. And as a surprise, cartoons were in the so-so ranks for the
average students, but the architects and
agriculturists both chose them as their
third favorite show type (out of 16).
And now, what everyone wants to see
—the favorite shows. These are the top 20
current shows and the top two dozen of
all time:
CURRENT
1. M'A'S'H
2. 60 Minutes
3. Hill Street Blues
4. Dallas
5. Quincy
6. Little House
7. Lou Grant
8. Love Boat
9. Magnum, P.I.
10. Benny Hill
10. (tie) Tonight
12. Hart to Hart
13. Dukes of Hazzard
14. General Hospital
14. (tie) Three's Company
16. Buggs Bunny
17. Texas
18. News
19. Trapper John, M.D.
20. The Waltons
ALL-TIME
1. M*A'S*H

2. Star Trek
3. The Andy Griffith Show
4. Saturday Night Live
5. 60 Minutes
6. I Love Lucy
7. The Wild Wild West
8. Happy Days
9. Dark Shadows
10. Mission: Impossible
10. (tie) The Waltons
12. Bonanza
12. (tie) Quincy
14. The Beverly Hillbillies
14. (tie) The Red Skelton Show
16. The Carol Burnett Show
17. The Paper Chase
18. The Mary Tyler Moore Show
19. Little House
19. (tie) Lost in Space
21. Dallas
21. (tie) Get Smart
23. Hogan's Heroes
24. Alias Smith & Jones

Additional resolutions
Two resolutions concerning the post office were brought up in Pettigrew's package. The first asks for intra-postal delivery
(delivery between student boxes) to prevent
letters destined for the student post office
from having to be sent to Greenville for
normal processing. The second would allow
students to receive packages delivered by
services other than the U.S. Postal Service
at the campus post office. Currently such
packages must be picked up at University
Receiving on Perimeter Road.

Other issues touched upon in the executive package were Calhoun College and
false fire alarms.
Concerning Calhoun College, a new
honors program to be implemented next
fall, Pettigrew proposed that students
should have to attend Clemson for two
years before being allowed to move into
proposed special housing. "Let them be
able to make up their own minds," said
Pettigrew. The program in its present form
would automatically offer all honors students a separate housing area. Pettigrew
further stated that a student should have no
additional privileges because of their participation in the honors programs.
False fire alarms are becoming an increasingly dangerous and expensive occurence in dorms, Pettigrew said, explaining that each false alarm costs the fire
department approximately $100 in time,
manpower and other resources. A resolution in the executive package calls for the
installation of break-glass fire alarms and
also proposes that they be moved from their
present locations near stairwells to an area
near each resident assistant's room. Pettigrew added that anyone caught pulling an
alarm "should receive the strictest punishment allowed by law."

Visiting Committee reacts
favorably to self-study
by Sha Sifford
news editor
The visiting committee of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools completed its stay at the university with a very
complimentary oral report, according to
university President Bill L. Atchley and
Provost David Maxwell.
The committee, consisting of 25 experts
in various fields from universities outside
South Carolina, was here to review the selfstudy conducted by the university in order
for the university to reaffirm its accreditation.
"The report was basically commendatory; they found far more good than bad.
They all recognized our deficiency of state
support, that we can't have everything the
way we would like to in terms of quality .. But they picked out a number of programs
as being particularly strong," Maxwell said.
"They were very impressed with Clemson
—the students, faculty and campus,"
Atchely said. "However, we do have a need
for more dollars."
According to Ed Clark, chairman of the
self-study's Steering Committee and professor of civil engineering, the committee
arrived Sunday afternoon and spent Monday and Tuesday touring campus and interviewing staff, students and faculty.
Evaluation standards
William Lavery, chairman of the visiting
committee and presiderit of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, said that on the basis of
these interviews the committee evaluated

the university in accord with 11 standards
developed by SACS. These standards are—
• purpose
• administration and organization
• educational programs
• financial resources
• faculty
• library
• student affairs
• physical resources
• special activities (such as continuing
education and extension programs
• graduate programs
• research
Concerning the library, Maxwell said,
"They were pleased with the facility and
our appointment of a new library director
[Joseph F. Boykin]. It wasn't a big point in
their presentation. It's true we're below
ACRL [Association of College and Research Libraries] standards in the number
of volumes and in staff. That's hardly
news, but it's true."
About the scheduled $60 million fundraising campaign, Lavery said, "The
university is clearly making changes, significant changes" in the area of financial
resources. According to Maxwell, the committee approved of most of these changes.
Additional procedure
The next step of the committee will be to
turn in an official report to SACS, probably
in late November. If any additional inforsee VISITING COMMITTEE/page 2
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Hubcap engraving attracts little interest

by Kavin Taylor
staff writer

Last week's hubcap engraving program
sponsored by Project PAW was far from
successful, according to Jack D. Ferguson,
chief of university security.
Owing to a lack of publicity, the turnout
was poor, although Ferguson said, "The
students would find it is well worth the few
seconds it takes to engrave an identification
number on the hubcaps."
Ferguson was quick to point out that the

identification number is not the same as a
student's ID number. Student ID numbers
are the same as their Social Security
numbers, which cannot be traced. The
numbers that are registered with the police
department allow a law enforcement officer
to find the owner of stolen property, no
matter where it turns up.
Each group of numbers stands for
something, such as the state in which the
object was registered or the department that
registered the article.
Ferguson stated that his officers would

Visiting Committee
from page 1
mation is needed, SACS will contact the
university.
The report will then be sent to the university, giving it an opportunity to add comments.
According to Clark, the report will contain suggestions, to which the university
usually replies. The report may also contain
a recommendation, which is much more
serious. A recommendation informs the
university that it is in violation of a standard of SACS, a breach the university is
given a year to correct.

Using the evaluations of the university's
self-study and the visiting committee,
SACS will vote on the reaffirmation of the
university's accreditation when its accreditation expires in December of 1982.
According to both Clark and Lavery, one
positive aspect of this process is the interchange of ideas among the schools involved. "As individuals you pick up
thoughts, and the exchange of ideas during
the interviewing process is beneficial,"
Lavery said. "However, you develop a code
of ethics. You don't recruit faculty while
you're here."

Grants offered for humanity research
The Youthgrants Program of the National Endowment for the Humanities is offering a limited number of awards to young
people in their teens and 20s to pursue noncredit, out-of-the-classroom research projects in the humanities. The deadline for
receipt of completed application forms is
Nov. 16, and funded projects begin the

following May.
Up to 75 grants will be awarded, offering
as much as $2,500 for individuals.
Those interested in the program can obtain a copy of the guidelines by writing
Youthgrants Guidelines, Mail Stop 103-C,
National Endowment for the Humanities,
Washington, D.C. 20506.

INSIDE
Parade goers go ape
Since last week, still
more people have gone ape
over the First Friday
Parade, both for it and
against it. Several might
take issue with the beverage that Miss Magnolia,
Margo Wood (left from
here, but on the right in
the picture), is carrying. .
Read the varying views in
Letters, page 11.

Helping Hands reaches out
These children's families
brought them for a day of
fun Saturday to an outdoor festival at Y Beach
sponsored by Helping
Hands of Clemson, Inc.
However, other children in
Pickens and Oconee Counties aren't quite so lucky,
and it is to those students
that Helping Hands is
reaching out. Find out
more about the organization on page 14.
Campus Bulletin, page 4.
Trailing the tiger, page 20.
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University, The Tiger
is the oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer school, school holidays or examination periods.
The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and is a five-star AilAmerican award winner. The Tiger is also a member of the South Carolina Press
Association-Collegiate Division and presently holds the title of best college newspaper in South Carolina.
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C. 29631. The mailing address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, S.C. 29632-2097.
Subscription rates are $9 per year and $5 per semester. Local and national
advertising rates are available upon request.
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located at suite 906 of the
•Edgar A. Brown University Union. The telephone numbers are business, (803)
656-2167, and editorial, (803) 656-2150.
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be checking pawn shops, flea markets and
jockey lots for stolen property. "By having
the ID numbers on his hubcaps, a student
might be able to retrieve his hubcaps, even
if he graduated the year before."
Although the department does not have
the manpower to engrave a student's hubcaps or other articles«on demand, Ferguson
plans to have another mass registration on
Thursday, Oct. 15, from 3 to 6 p.m., and
Friday, Oct. 16, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
In other police news, Chief Investigator
J. C. Brummitt said the university police

department is looking for a man in connection with an alleged assault on a Clemson
coed Sept. 21.
The suspect is described as a white male
early 20s, 5-foot-9 or so, with black, ear'
length hair, shaggy beard, and weighing
about 130 pounds. He is wanted in connection with an assault on a female jogger near
the Horticultural Gardens. Brummitt requests that any information concerning this
incident be forwarded to the campus police
station.

Delivery date remains uncertain
for Calhoun Courts furniture
Bar stools for Calhoun Courts still have
heard, any more information from Peneger."
not arrived according to Almoeda Boettner,
Lomax commented, "They (bar stools)
associate director of housing. Delivery date
could be here tomorrow; we want the
was originally scheduled for Aug. 16.
stools, but they aren't of a critical nature,"
Concerning further actions against the
he said.
furniture company, Peneger Interiors of
The study desk chairs, also ordered from
Charlotte, Boettner said, "I cannot say at Peneger Interiors, were late arriving. Shipthis time that we are planning any legal ac- ment was scheduled for Aug. 16. "A higher
tion."
priority was put on the desk chairs, and they
We've heard a variety of stories concernarrived in early September," Lomax said.
ing the delivery date, basically a runaround
"We've received apologies for the delay,"
situation," she said.
he added, but the company still hasn't sent
According to Manning Lomax, housing
the stools.
director, "the contract (with the company)
"All we can do is urge the company on. If
will not be cancelled because we will have to
we cancel the contract and go with another
turn around and order again, and the stucompany, we could get inferior furniture,"
dents will be the losers if we have more
Lomax said.
delays."
Lomax further commented, the students
Lomax received a written confirmation in Calhoun Court apartments "like
from Peneger on Sept. 21 of the bar stool everything they've received and are looking
shipment. "Early this week I received a
forward to the Commons [the recreational
verbal commitment that the bar stools
area] opening; I'm sure they want the comwould be shipped this week. But I haven't plete package."

Efforts to desegregate faculty fail
This article is the third in a weekly series by editor in
chief Dana Hanson. The series explains and summarizes the
findings of the university's recently completed self-study.
The self-study is required every 10 years for the university
to maintain accreditation.
While the university follows the recruitment and selection policy outlined in the "Affirmative Action Program of
Clemson University," it has been clear in recent years that
the university has been ineffective in attracting qualified
minority applicants for faculty positions, according to the
Faculty Report of the self-study.
The report attributes the difficulty to the competitiveness of the market, and the university is now addressing
recruitment with emphasis on women and minorities.
Two specific plans to aid in the desegregation of faculty are being considered:
1.) To, through financial aid, attract students with the
understanding that upon being awarded a degree, they will
have a post on campus. The university has not yet determined if it will deal with master's or doctoral degree candidates.
2.) To seek private or public funds to finance positions in areas traditionally closed to women and minorities,
such as engineering and science.
Faculty members, the report says, had mixed feelings
about the overall hiring practices. Some felt that the selection process was too slow and involved, others felt that the
standard procedures were ignored in an effort to get
minorities here, and still others felt that recruitment was
aimed at researchers that will bring money to campus,
rather than those capable of teaching.
But the majority of the faculty members were satisfied
with the effectiveness of the present recruitment and selection procedures and with their roles in the final selection,
the report says.
Exceeding the minimum
Positive attributes of the university faculty are also
pointed out in the study. It is noted that the qualifications
of the faculty members exceed the minimum standard for
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, which
calls for at least a master's, with specialization in the field
of instruction.
Of the 1,005 faculty members, 670 have doctorates
301 have master's, and 34 have bachelor's. The 67 percent

holding doctorates represents an 8-percent increase over the
10-year period. Approximately 55 percent of full-time
faculty hold either associate or assistant professorships,
and nearly 19 percent are full professors.
Although the report recognizes that the university
employs more-than-qualified individuals, it also recognizes
that the university has been unable to offer those faculty
members salaries which compare favorably to salaries offered at similar institutions. This discrepancy was noted in
the 1970 self-study as well.
During the '78-79 academic year, the average salary at
Clemson was well below those of seven similar institutions.
And during the '79-80 academic year, the university lost 32
members to industry and other educational institutions.
These employees reportedly increased their salaries by
$2,000 'o $30,000 upon leaving, the report says, with the
majority of the increases ranging from $5,000 to $15,000.
While budgetary pressure is increasing, it is improbable that the state will provide the funds to bring these
salaries in line with other institutions, the report adds.
Some of the faculty members are spreading themselves
thin according to the report, their research time expands as
the funds do. In addition, the unequal teaching loads have
prevented some faculty members from doing research.
Remedies for the situation are offered in the report.
One is to hire faculty and support staffs to ease the burden
of those heavily involved with research. It is also suggested
that the standard teaching load be reduced from 12 to nine
hours to allow more professional growth—more attendance of professional meetings and workshops.
Faculty size
Finally, the report suggests that a firm set of criteria be
used and adhered to in the determination of faculty size. It
says that the university should be cautious in projecting
future faculty needs because while 50 percent of the 1980
student applicants were accepted, the baby boom's end will
result in fewer qualified applicants.
The quality of graduates will suffer if the faculty size
and student enrollment continue to increase to accomodate
less qualified students, the report says. And with the
7-percent cut, it will be difficult to maintain the present
faculty size.
"Present programs should be upgraded rather than expanded. No-growth does not mean stagnation," the report
concludes.
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Union darkroom set to open later this month
by Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor
A rental darkroom facility located on the
seventh floor near the student locator and
operated by the University Union is sched-

uled to open Oct. 25, according to B. J.
Backitis, head of Union photography.
"A couple of years ago, a poll was taken
on what the Union could supply the students, and one of the biggest things was an
arts and crafts center, especially a dark-

room facility," said Backitis. After a year
of planning, the new darkroom will hold its
open house Oct. 19, from 4 to 10 p.m.
"Not very many schools have this sort of
thing with their Unions," Backitis said.
Open to students, faculty and staff, the

photo by Michael L. Puldy

More distraction

Barbara Spence tests her skill at "Space Odyssey" one of the many video games now located in Edgar's. The gameroom which has
recently opened is a pleasant addition to Edgar's comfortable atmosphere and will attract more students to the popular nightclub.

darkroom will provide a place where photographers can develop and print their own
black-and-white film.
Film development will be limited to 35 mm,
while the print area has capabilities for both
35 mm and 6 cm by 9 cm. At a cost of $2 an
hour, with a suggested time slot of two
hours, all chemicals needed to develop and
print will be supplied by the Union, Backitis
said.
However, printing paper must be supplied by the individual photographer. The
darkroom print area is equipped with two
Beseler 23C II enlargers, and the Union will
have contrast filters necessary when using
certain types of printing paper. Kodak
HC-110 film developer and Kodak Dektol
print developer will be used by the Union.
Drawbacks of the darkroom are in the
area of speed. There is no print dryer or
film dryer. Backitis said they will use a
"blow dryer and film line" to speed up the
film drying process. Concerning the lack of
modern and faster equipment, Backitis
said, "If response is big enough, we will be
able to get more equipment."
Persons interested in utilizing the
darkroom facilities can sign up for time
slots at the Union information desk between the hours 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Payments must be made in advance.
Backitis said that appointments are
necessary; however, last minute walk-ins
will be accommodated on a first-come,
first-served basis as slots become available.
The darkroom will be open Monday
through Thursday from 4 to 10 p.m. and on
Sunday from 2 to 6 p.m. The Union staff
will assist the photographers using the
facilities.
Backitis said, "If the photographers are
interested in photography, this is a really inexpensive way to experiment."

NEW GENESIS IP Only $5.98

SUNDAY-THRU-FRIDAY
LUNCH SPECIALS. . .11 :30-2:00
1) Lunch lasagna w/tossed salad
2) Beef tips with mushroom gravytossed salad and toast
3) Study Hall burger

4) Soup and Sandwich- tuna salad
or roast beef

2.75
2.95
2.95
,95
,95
,25

5) Any small pizza with one topping
6) Breaded-chicken sandwich
2 dozen boiled shrimp- anytime 3.25
SA-C90&TDK

TUESDAY
all imported beer
—— $1.00 654-3692
free delivery"

TDK SA C-90S
$3.89 each
(minimum purchase of 5)

Prices good through 6 P.M., wed., 10/7/81
come in and browse through our
New "Oldies" Section

112 D Sloan St.
Clemson

654-6910
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CAMPUS BULLETIN
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The University Recording Society meeting scheduled for Oct. 7
has been changed to Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 7:30 p.m. in room
217 Daniel Hall. If there are any conflicts or questions, call Jim
or Steve at 656-4292.
The Clemson Scuba Club will have a meeting on Monday, Oct. 5,
at 7 p.m. in room M104 Martin. Upcoming trips and equipment
purchases will be discussed. Hopefully, there will be slides from
last year's Keys trips. All interested divers are welcome.
If anyone likes sports—soccer, volleyball, basketball, football,
ping-pong, swimming, biking or whatever—go and join the International Student Association. ISA is organizing a weekly
sports meeting. ISA will play games, talk, eat, etc- Transportation will be provided if necessary. Anyone interested in this idea
may call 654-7696, 656-6539, 656-6503 or 656-6499.
Are you impressed by the world of radio but unsure about
committing valuable time to become a DJ? WSBF needs people
to help write the community promotions, a good opportunity for
first-hand knowledge about WSBF; later, you may decide to
become a Clemson DJ. Contact Susan at WSBF from 4 to 6 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday, or call at 8937.
"Get caught in the A.C.T.S." (All-American Collegiate Talent
Search) Details at Union Info Desk.

Ray Sawyer of Habitat for Humanity, a non-profit Christian
organization which builds homes for those who can't afford to do
so through conventional financing methods, will speak to the
Clemson Civitan Club on Monday, Oct. 5, at 7:30 p.m. in room
MI05 Martin Hall. Guests and visitors are welcome.
The Union Travel Committee is having a pre-cruise social on
Monday, Oct. 5, at 7:30 p.m. in the Palmetto Room. Come find
out about the spring break cruise. Refreshments will be served.
The International Student Association will get together Saturday, Oct. 3, at 8:30 p.m. in the international lounge (downstairs)
in the YMCA. Hold off on dinner, and they'll send out for pizza
and beer. Upcoming trips and events will be discussed. Everyone
is welcome. Se hable ingles.
The Clemson University YMCA Auction and Flea Market will
be held at the Y barn this Saturday, Oct. 3, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
(auction at 10 a.m.). Go and support the YMCA. Items being
auctioned include furniture, rugs, a beautiful mink stole, two
rides in the only existing Mirage GT-40, team autographed soccer
ball, Homer Jordan's team autographed football jersey and
much, much more.
CLASSIFIEDS
Lost: Gold, octagonal Bulova watch—day, date, water resistant. Reward granted if found. Call 656-8562, J. Head.

You CAN'T judge a store by its phone number. You've got to
go down in the BOOK CELLAR for a novel experience.
For Sale—surplus jeeps, cars, trucks—Car inv. value J2143
sold for $100. For information on purchasing similar bargains,
call (603) 941-8014 ext. 7519. Phone call refundable.
Loving family wants to adopt newborn infant. Please call (203)
929^*473.
Help save student EMS. Enroll in the South Carolina Emergency Medical Technician training course at Tri-County Tech,
beginning Oct. 20. Classes meet from 7 to 10 p.m., Tuesday and
Thursday. The cost is $50.

"BEAT THE
WILDCATS!"

Car stereo installation: Absolute quality; professional. Advice
on what fits your car; where to buy. Highly experienced. Details:
Rollie Champe, 654-6705.

Will the person who was looking through the American
Literature book I was purchasing at the "massive" yard sale last
Saturday, please write me .at P.O, Box 641, Clemson, S.C.
29633-0841.
Bert—Happy Birthday. I knew you were gonna say that. Well,
more power to you. It's been a good four years. Dick.
John, Happy Birthday! You finally made 22. Now can we just
GRADUATE! Bob.

Lost: A set of keys on Riverbanks Zoo key chain- ■If found,
please call desperate owner at 7879.

Delta Gamma is ready hook, line and singer for Sigma Chi's
Derby Days.

SMALL

The role is one of public relations. The prerequisites are relationships and familiarity with the academic community. We will
provide you with the skills and knowledge about textbook
publishing.
We are a 63-year-old publishing house with many authors already
on campus. The person filling this position would consult with
on campus faculty members about the unique aspects of our
NEW DIMENSION Group as well as provide a liaison with our
traditional publishing groups. Your inquiry is completely confidential so send a letter and resume . . . to . . .

"C" Burgess Publishing Company
^ Minneapolis, Minnesota

Monday Night
Pizza Buffet

11-2 & 5-10
11-3 & 5-10

lL/ourdouqh>
UNIVERSITY SQUARE^6654-7095
-4---

TRAVEL

SPORTSWEAR OUTLET
Russell Southern Sweatshirts —$3.50
Open Tues.-Sat. 10-6
654-7976

Americas
roast
beef
ges
sir!

Arby's In Greenville
• S Pleasantburg- V, block S. of McAlister Sq.
• White Horse Road- V, block of S. Anderson Road
• Wade Hampton Blvd.-'/, block N. of 291 By-Pass

Arby's In Anderson

• N. Main St.—2 blocks S. of Anderson Mall

Two more
reasons why
you & I love Arby's:

A free Arby s Roast Beef Sandwich with the purchase of another.
Please present coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer, per visit.
Not good in conjunction with any other offer.
Good at participating restaurants
Offer expires October 8,1981

Clemson's Best Pizza...Biggest Selection
Drinks (Draft Included)
35<t

AMTRAK

WORLD

GOOFS

We are looking for a faculty member or spouse, graduate student
or administrative person who would like to supplement present
income with a second career in college textbook publishing.

Mon.-Fn.
Sat.-Sun.

PERSONALS
Harris, looks like you lost the bet. Who says slavery was
abolished in 1865? Jackie.

Lost: East Campus Apartments, Friday. Levi jacket with
emblem of C&NW Railroad on pocket. Call Rich, 654-2841 or
leave at Union lost and found.

PUBLISHER NEEDS
ON-CAMPUS CONSULTANT

All You Con Eat
$3.50

And Jim said, "Let there be cheap paperback books," and
there was the BOOK CELLAR, 101 Earle St., Clemson,
654-3603. A novel experience.

Happy Birthday, Little Mess! Love, Your Silly Goose.
Two girls wish to exchange apartment (East Campus) for any
dorm room. It is a great way to get away from mid-campus rush.
Call Pam S. or Jane at 4622.

Clemson, S.C.

Wanda Kemp
4446 Ivywood N.E.
Marietta, GA 30060

Wanted: Beginning Spanish tutor. Call Herb at 654-7725.

NEW EQUIPMENT
GOOD SCHEDULES
LOW PRICES
FROM CLEMSON — NORTH & SOUTH

Lynch Drug Co.
says

College Ave.

Found: Ladies' watch in stairwell at Kinard lab. Call Emily at
3417 to identify!

0

t

An Arbys Super Roast Beef Sandwich, Regular Fries,
and Medium soft Drink for $2.19.

n

Please present coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer per visit.
Not good in conjunction with any other offer.
Good at participating restaurants
illDUS
Offer expires October 8, 1981
<—«^"r
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Derby Day provides
money for charities
Sigma Chi fraternity will be holding its
2nd annual Derby Days the week of Sept. 28Oct. 3- The money raised from the partici-i
pating sororities will go to the Muscular
Dystrophy Foundation and Wallace Village.
During the week, each sorority will collect money for muscular dystrophy; also,
each sorority will sponsor one girl for the
Derby Day Queen Pageant.
The Derby Day Queen Pageant is judged
on the penny-a-vote system. The sororities
are being judged on spirit and motivation.
Thursday night in the pit behind the high
rises the sororities will do cheers. The cheer-

5

Chautauqua
"Vanities," Einstein, Oktoberfest,
"Nashville," "Crackers," and comic Books.

ing was moved to the pit because of the
noise that occurred last year on the east side
of campus.
Friday night, the sororities will put on
skits that include a pledge from Sigma Chi.
Each sorority is in charge of at least one
pledge. Friday afternoon there will be a
derby chase in which sorority members will
search for derbies that are placed around
campus.
Saturday is the main day for games. That
night, a dance will be held at the Seneca
National Guard Armory. The band performing will be The Swinging Medallions.

Oct. 11-16

Brand New!
Men's & Ladies' Polo Shirts
Brand New 821.95

Ladies' & Boys' Izod Shirts
Brand New '9.99

Tops & Bottoms—Factory Outlet
Mills Center
232-5871
♦:o:o:o:o:o:o:*7

legends

400 Mills Ave., Greenville

CLEMSON THEATRE

COLLEGE AVENKL
654-323a/fr"
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SUN. MATINEE
ONLY
DON'T MISS IT!

11:30-2:30 • 654-4598

mxx

STARTS NEXT WEEK

ON TOP UNIV. SQUARE MALL
ACROSS FROM DEATH VALLEY

WOtaJBtr THAT CAN f

CAM

*

VUTEB

VJ
CARLSON • Barbara RUSH

II

NOW, WSBF-88.1 FM
IS RADIO-ACTIVE IN THE MORNING WITH:

#

MIKE MAC ON MONDAYS
LU BRANCH ON TUESDAYS
SCOTT PAZUR/LLOYD NEWMAN ON WEDNESDAYS
BRUCE LENNOX ON THURSDAYS
MIKE RICHBURC/LLOYD NEWMAN ON FRIDAYS

WIDE-OPEN REQUEST LINES, LOTS OF FUN +
LOTS OF PRIZES
THEN, AFTERNOONS ENJOY THE UPSTATE'S
ONLY ALBUM ROCK WITH:
ALLAN SMITH
PAUL DIBLASI
MIKE BOMCARDNER
JOHN SMITH
JOHN KENNEY

DAVID JONES
ED WEAVER
KATE HARDY
PETE MARTIN
STEVE PAUL
AND JIM STEVENSON

LEE NARONA
DAN HODGE
BILL PORTER
KIM DAVIS
JEFF LYONS

WEEKENDS, TUNE IN FOR:
SCAN, A WEEKLY NEWS MAGAZINE, 6 to 6:30 p.m. SATURDAY
THE COMEDY STRIP, FEATURING COMEDY'S BEST, 6:30 to 7 p.m.
AND FINISH YOUR SATURDAY NIGHT OUT 7 to 8 p.m.
WITH IN-CONCERT LIVE ROCK

'i

—
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FREE WHILE THEY LAST FREE
GIANT 26" x 20" 4-COLOR CLEMSON
FOOTBALL ACTION POSTER
MOST BEAUTIFUL CLEMSON POSTER WE'VE EVER GIVEN AWAY

FREE WITH ANY 14"-16"-20" PIZZA-YOUR CHOICE
DINE IN •

FAST, FRESH, HOT & FREE DELIVERY-IN 30 MIN. OR LESS

NEW RADIO-DISPATCHED DELIVERY-IN 30 MIN. OR LESS

GIVE USA CALL 654-6990 ® CHANELO'S
NEW DINE IN-LUNCHTIME DELIGHTS
FROM 11 AM THRU 2 PM MON. THRU FRI.

FASTEST DELIVERY EVER
STARTS .11 O'CLOCK DAILY

CALL 654-6990
■SUBS—SPAGHETTI-LASAGNA
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Graduate fellowships available
The National Council of Alpha Lamda
Delta will award the following fellowships
for graduate study for the 1982-83 academic
year.
Available are the Alice Crocker Lloyd
Fellowship, the Adele Hagner Stamp
Fellowship, the Maria Leonard Fellowship,
the Kathryn Sisson Phillips Fellowship, the
Christine Yerges Conaway Fellowship, the
May Augusta Brunson Fellowship and the
Fiftieth Anniversary Miriam A. Shelden
Fellowship.
Also to be awarded are the Gladys
Pennington Houser Fellowship, the
Katherine Cooper Cater Fellowship, the

Margaret Louise Cuninggim Fellowship,
the Maude Lee Etheredge Fellowship, the
Gladys Colette Bell Fellowship and the
,Mary Jane Stevenson Fellowship. The
amount of each fellowship is $2,500.
Any member of Alpha Lamda Delta
who was graduated with a cumulative
average of Alpha Lambda Delta initiation
standard is eligible. Graduating seniors may
apply if they have achieved this average to
the end of this semester.
Application blanks and information may
be obtained from L. Teresa Paschal, Office
of Student Life, 201 Mell Hall, Clemson,
SC 29631.
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Ready for Mt. St. Helens,
Hurricane Allen, Love Canal.
Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

m

A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

[M]

HIS & HERS
HAIRSTYLISTS
we offer
UNISEX
Style Cutting

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Centers
In More Than 85 US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-17(2

(803) 256-0673
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUC. CTR.
2231 DEVINE STREET
COLUMBIA S.C. 29205

CLASSES NOW FORMING
SPARTANBURC,
COLUMBIA AREA

- TIGERAMA '81 ...

COMPLETE HAIR CARE . . ,
. . . FOR MEN & WOMEN
PRECISION CUTS & STYLING
PERMS, COLORING, TINTING
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
OWNER-CAROLYN TERRY
STYLISTS: MARK GILLESPIE
ALLISON WILLBANKS

654-4219
610 GREENVILLE HWY.

HWY. 93
INGLE'S/SKY CITY
SHOPPING CENTER

*******

ROCK & ROLL
EMPORIUM

THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY
u

Great American Heroes
produced 'In The Round'—Death Valley

OCT. 9, 1981
Pep Rally: 7:00 p.m.
Tigerama: 7:30 p.m.
Tickets 99C

99

JAY'S IS CHANGING FOR YOU
Beginning Sept. 29
Five Nites Of Live Entertainment:
Tuesday: Ladies' Nite: All Ladies Admitted Free
Wednesday: Men's Nite: All Men Admitted Free
Thursday: Student Nite: All students Admitted
$1.00 witn valid student I.D.
Friday & Saturday: Students Admitted With l.D.
At Discounted Prices
Every Nite we Will Have Special Drink Prices And
Every Saturday Nite Free Munchies While They Last

Produced by WSBF Student Radio Station
Coordinated by Blue Key

This Fri. & Sat.:

For More Information Contact 803-656-2345

Spice Of Life, The Best in Dance Rock
coming Oct. 8-9-10—Sugar Creek
Thursday is Your Nite Out

PAGE
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Kidnap social supplies money

Mudde Memorial Roach

for Meals on Wheels charity

Contest still creeping

Pi Beta Phi raised $375 for Meals on
Wheels during their kidnap social held
Sept. 23 at Edgar's.
Beth Arnold, Pi Beta Phi's campus and
community relations chairwoman, said
"Our sorority girls dressed as bandits and
kidnapped a member from each fraternity
and sorority. A ransom of $15 and 15 people brought to Edgar's was needed before
the Pi Phi's would release the victims." All
fraternal organizations participated.

"People stayed after the ransoms were
paid (2:30 p.m.), enjoying the 25-cent
draft," Arnold said. Free draft was provided for kidnap victims.
Arnold said that at the social the fraternities and sororities had a chance to mix,
and she thinks that is good for public relations. Since the social was such a big success, the sorority is planning it again for
next year.

The Mortimer Mudde Memorial Roach
Contest is off to a rather fast crawl.
Several choice contestants have been
entered, including one that flies.
Owners who have entered their pets in
the contest can rest assured concerning the
health and well being of their critters.
They are resting comfortably in File 13;
we know how much like one of the family

1.1981

they can become.
So far the leader in the contest is Bob
Dreschler (Roach's name or owner's?)
with a length of 1.5625" not including
antennae.
In order to win the medium pizza or
beer, you must have your whopper turned
in to the features editor by Oct. 12.

BADISCHE CORPORATION ...
a producer of

CHEMICALS
FIBERS & YARNS

IS THIS
WHAT YOUR
KISSES
TASTE LIKE?

Since its founding on the Texas Gulf Coast in 1958, Badische Corporation has become a recognized rising force in the North American
chemicals and fibers and yarns industries.
Today it is a member of the BASF Group, one of the world's largest and
most respected chemical organizations.
With major manufacturing facilities in Williamsburg, Virginia; Freeport, Texas; Anderson, South Carolina, and Arnprior, Canada,
Badische Corporation produces a variety of chemical products and
nylon and acrylic man-made fibers.

If you smoke cigarettes,
you taste like one.
Your clothes and hair
can smell stale and
unpleasant, toth
You don't notice it, but
people close to you do.
Especially if they don't
smoke.
And non-smokers
are the best people to
love. They live
longer.

We will be interviewing at
Clemson University on October 23, 1981
.. .see your placement office for details.

Badische
Corporation
P.O. Drawer 3025
■
Anderson, S.C., 29621

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY?

Member of the BASF Group MM
an equal opportunity employer—mil

This space contributed as a
public service

College
Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.

• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.
A Representative from The National Center for Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be on campus
on Monday, Oct. 12, 1rom 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m at the
Placement Office to meet interested students. For more
information contact the Placement Office or The National
Center for Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road NE
Suite 430, Atlanta, Georgia 30326, (404) 266-1060.

flV Please send me information about a career as a lawyer's
I assistant.
Name

ENGINEERS

Amoco Production Company, one of the
Leading Oil and Gas Producers in the U.S.,
seeks innovative and aggressive engineers to
expand its current level of activity. Amoco
will be recruiting here on October 8 4 9.
See your placement office to schedule an
interview.
Positions available for B.S. candidates
engineering in the following areas:

•Drilling

•Facilities
Production Operations]
• Reservoir
(Locations available
((following areas:

Address
City

.State .

Phone

-Zip

College
__
□ SUMMER DAY
June 10 - Sept. 7

□ SPRING EVE
Mar. 16-Sept. 18

D FALL DAY
Sept. 16-Dec. 21

D FALL EVE
Oct. 19-May 7

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060

in

Louisiana

in

the|

•Lafayette »Lake Charles

.

Yr. Grad.
1982
□ SPRING DAY
Feb. 8-May 7

in

• New Orleans
Any questions
should be addressed to:
G. Max Richards
P. O. Box 50879
New Orleans, Louisiana 70150
(504) 586-6877
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

Male/Female
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Tigerama, pageant
all part of Homecoming
by Donza Hyman
staff writer
With "Great American Heroes" as its
theme, Homecoming '81 begins Friday,
Oct. 9, at 7 p.m.
A pep rally, led by the cheerleaders and
the Tiger Band, begins the celebration,
followed by Miss Homecoming's coronation, Tigerama and the judging of displays.
During the Homecoming pageant, the
judges will reduce the number of contestants from 45 to 10. These 10 will then be
voted on by the student body.
Student government will also coordinate
the Homecoming displays. Moving displays
will be located in front of the University
Union. Organizations submitting these
displays are Alpha Tau Omega, the Joint
Engineering Council, Sigma Nu, Phi Delta
Theta and Alpha Gamma Rho.
The still displays will be placed on
Bowman field. Eleven of these displays are
scheduled.
Display construction must be completed
by Saturday morning. The displays will be
judged on the basis of color, theme, workmanship, overall effect and originality.
The judging will be conducted by university
staff and alumni and by local residents.
Prize money and trophies are provided by
the
Alumni
Association
and
Student Life. The winners will be announced
at halftime during the game.
Tigerama '81 will begin at 7 p.m. on
Friday, Oct. 9, with a pep rally led by the
Varsity Cheerleaders and the Tiger Band.
Skits will be presented at 7:30. Miss
Homecoming will be crowned at 9, followed by a fireworks display at 9:30.
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Tigerama is coordinated by Blue Key,
produced by WSBF student radio station
and presented by the student body.
Tigerama '81 will be produced "in the
round." This allows for 40,000 seats in the
north and south stands and on the hill.
The seating arrangement has been changed
from the one-sided view to "in the round"
presentations. The change will provide better acoustics and is possible because all
props used are three-dimensional; thus no
backdrops are necessary. The upper deck
will no longer be needed, and the extra
seating allows more students, alumni and
local residents to see the production.
Six skits will be presented. Each skit lasts
eight minutes and relates to the theme
"Great American Heroes." Daniel Boone,
Paul Revere, Ben Franklin, George
Washington, Abraham Lincoln and
General George Patton are the subjects of
the skits.
Emcees for Tigerama will be Shawn
Weatherly, former Miss Homecoming and
1980 Miss Universe, and WFBC's Jim
Phillips, the "Voice of the Clemson
Tigers."
Tickets for Tigerama are 99 cents each
and may be purchased at the Alumni
Center, Clemson House, the Holiday Inn,
Knickerbocker's, Lynch's Drugstore and
the Student Affairs Office.
All proceeds will go toward an academic
scholarship established by Blue Key and improving campus life for Clemson students.
According to Tigerama '81 Director John
Gilpin, everyone planning to attend the
event should buy tickets prior to Tigerama
to avoid long lines at the gate.

2—Film: "Slaughterhouse Five," part of a series of classic,
European and cult films presented by the Five Directions
Cinema; Lee Hall Auditorium; 7:30 p.m. Admission by
season ticket or individual ticket ($3).
4—Free Flick: "The Eiger Sanction," YMCA Theater,
8 p.m.
5—JV Football: Georgia, Memorial Stadium, 2 p.m.
5—Lecture: "Daylight in Architecture," Ben Evans, M. Arch.,
professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Part of Clemson Architectural Foundation; Lee Hall
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Open to the public, free admission.
6—Field Hockey: Converse, Rugby Field, 4:30 p.m.
6—Volleyball: Georgia, Fike Recreation Center, 7 p.m.
7—English Hour: "City Founding in the Aeneid," Elizabeth D.
Carney; 108 Strode Tower, 8-9 p.m. Open to the public, free
admission.
8—Soccer: UNC-Charlotte, Riggs Field, 8 p.m.
9—Tigerama: skits, fireworks and the crowning of Miss
Homecoming 1981; Memorial Stadium, 7:30 p.m. 99 cents
admission.
10—Football: Virginia (Homecoming), Memorial Stadium, 1:30
p.m.
10—"An Evening with Red Skelton," Littlejohn Coliseum,
8 p.m., tickets on sale at the Union Ticket Booth.
11—Soccer: South Carolina, Riggs Field, 2 p.m.
11—Clemson Chautauqua: performances by the Charlotte Steel
Drum Symphonette, Pamoja Gospel Singers, a dance troupe
and bluegrass band. Emcee: Shawn Weatherly; Outdoor
Theater, 2 p.m. Open to the public, free admission.
11—Clemson Chautauqua: Will Eisner, cartoonist, will discuss
the impact of comic books and cartoons on the American
popular mind; Lee Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m. Open to the
public, free admission.
11—Free Flick: "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" and "Halloween," YMCA Theater, 8 p.m.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
CONCERT SERIES
PRESENTS

THE AWARD-WINNING BROADWAY MUSICAL

PIPPIN
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE ON
PRESENTATION OF VALIDATED ACTIVITY CARDS.
Others present season tickets or individual
tickets, on sale at Gate 5. Season tickets
at $20.00 (adults) and $10.00 (students).
Individual tickets at $6.00 (adults) or $2.00
(children or Clemson University student dates)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8 - LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM - 8:00 P.M.
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Editorials

Legislative package
seems incomplete
In unveiling his legislative package to the student senate Monday, student
body president John Pettigrew raised valid points concerning academic regulations as well as valid questions concerning the completeness of his package.
First, Pettigrew is to be commended for naming academic regulations as
his primary concern. The issue has been addressed by faculty senate and by a
university ad hoc committee, and the time has come for the student voice to
be heard in a matter which so directly affects them.
Pettigrew backs the faculty senate in speaking out against mandatory
cumulative final examinations. His reason, like that of the faculty senate, is
that the decision to give a final exam and the content of that exam should be
left up to the individual professor or to the professor's department. We also
support this view—to rob professors of their right to make such a choice
would make Clemson even less attractive to quality faculty than its low
salaries make it already.
Also, Pettigrew has developed another proposal for the heavily debated
issue of shortening the drop period. Instead of shortening it, Pettigrew says,
why not restrict the number of times a student may drop after the first four
weeks of school? Although we would like to hear more about the penalties for
excessive drops, the solution still seems far more reasonable than limiting the
drop period to four weeks. Regardless of what the ad hoc committee or the
faculty senate say about the drop period, students simply do not want it
shortened. If excessive drops and "shopping for courses" are the problem to
be solved, Pettigrew's plan seems to be capable of handling them without
penalizing the rest of the student body.
However, Pettigrew supported the ad hoc committee and the faculty
senate in wanting to limit the number of hours a student may take to 19 and
requiring a student who wants to take more hours to get the approval of his
adviser. This proposal is admittedly better than the one suggested by the committee and faculty senate in that it doesn't require the student to obtain permission from the department head—the adviser is much more likely to know
the capabilities of individual students than is the department head. However,
the adviser system is too often used as a rubber stamp and a source of interminable red tape. Pettigrew's proposal will only add to that problem and to
the still unaddressed problem of overloading in the adviser system. Students
are not entirely incapable of making their own academic decisions, and until
the problems with the adviser system can be solved, it would be better for
students to continue making them. Advisers should advise, not act as sources
for signatures on triplicate forms.
But even though Pettigrew addresses some of the major controversies surrounding proposed academic changes, he mysteriously leaves several of them
alone. Most noticeable is his failure to mention anything about the proposal to
raise the G.P.R. for good academic standing to 2.0. If he approves of it, he
should say so; if he questions it, as we do, he should act accordingly. But
under no circumstances should he ignore it.
Pettigrew also fails to address the rest of the ad hoc committee's proposals, all of which will affect students directly. Some of those proposals include prohibiting re-examinations for students who fail an exam during their
last semester, changing qualifications for transfering credit from other schools
and altering the current practice of assigning grade equivalents for certain exempted courses.
It is impossible to believe that Pettigrew has no opinion on these issues.
We hope that he will address all of them, and in a way that will reflect the
wishes of his constituents. Students are, after all, the party that has the
most to gain—or lose—from academic changes.
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. Sounds good, but something
seems to be missing. . .

Footnotes
"I promised suicide, so I'll get on with it." —Christopher Sieverdes,
associate professor of sociology, introducing a new lecture topic.
"Did they mention Dr. Gaddis in the article? I tried to plug him to get more
points." —Brian Clark, senior offensive guard referring to a sports story in The
Greenville News.
"We'll take our lumps." —President Bill L. Atchley winning this week's
"Bill Atchley Cliche of the Week" contest, while commenting on the NCAA investigation.

™ 'a "ThQt W7ld blQ kick in theface-" ~Sha Sifford' news editor, commenting
commentm
on a proposed funding cut and coining an Atchley-propism.
g

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters from its
readers. Letters should be typed doublespaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
length. The deadline for all letters is 6 p.m.
the Tuesday prior to publication.
The editor in chief reserves the right to
edit letters for style and space. Also, letters
which are in poor taste or potentially

libelous will be withheld if the editor deems
it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
maintained should questions arise.
Letters should be submitted to The Tiger,
Box 2097 University Station, Clemson, S.C.
29632, or brought by the offices at room
906 of the University Union.

's note
A calendar of events will be published
each week on the page before the editorials.
The calendar will list campus events open
to the public and which are non-profit.
Political and religious activities will not be
listed and only items from recognized university groups will be considered. Cultural
and academic events will have priority over
other items.
Items for and questions about the calendar should be sent to William Pepper,

associate editor. Items should list the date,
time, place, purpose and sponsor of the
event.
The deadline for submitting items for the
calendar will be Friday at 3 p.m. prior to
the date of publication. In general, the
calendar will include events for the upcoming week.
If you have a possible story idea, you
may contact The Tiger offices. Editors do
reserve their editorial rights.
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Letters

Sponsors apologize, consider changes in parade
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha take
this opportunity to apologize for any
negative aspects of the "Curb the Dawg"
parade. It is not our intention to disgrace
the university or community.
Football has long been the highlight of
the Clemson social season. The anticipation and excitement of the first home
game is widespread throughout the community and even the state. Our purpose in
establishing the annual First Friday
Parade eight years ago was to provide an
orderly means of uniting the university, its
alumni, the community and all Tiger fans
in a spirit of fellowship in anticipation of
the upcoming game. Our fraternity sponsors the parade solely for this service, and
we have enjoyed doing it.
Through the cooperation and generous
donations of local merchants, we are able
to reward the better entries of student
groups. The acquisition of these donations, the organization of entries, the
selection of judges and planning in
general involves much more than meets
the eye; however, we never consider the
job complete until our clean-up crew has
done all it can in picking up debris, and
this year was no exception. But our efforts were somewhat hampered by
impending darkness and heavy traffic.
Some elements of this year's parade
were not adequately controlled; however,
we are already considering the following
corrective measures:
1. Stricter criteria for entries are being
developed. Regulations on the nature of
the float and number of participants are
also being developed. All participants in
this year's parade will be notified in advance of next year's parade of these
changes.
2. New parade routes are being looked
into as a means for improved crowd distribution and control.
3. Laws regarding alcoholic consumption will be made clear to participants
upon entry. Violation of this ordinance
will result in not being allowed to participate in the next parade.
4. Written notification of the parade's
purpose (as stated earlier in this letter)
shall be given to all entrants.
5. More manpower for crowd control.
Trash of the verbal variety may not be
easily controlled since it emanates from
the individual, but the steps outlined here
will certainly eliminate all trash of the
written variety and hopefully will solve the
alcohol and crowd related problems. We
hope the parade can continue to unite
community and university in social fellowship and athletic excitement. We are open
to any suggestions.
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha

Enjoyable parade
As a participant of the "Curb the
Dawg" parade, I would like to express my
point of view. From my position as a
"beer-guzzling, foul-mouthed spectacle"
in a "so-called float disguised as an overloaded truck full of screaming drunks,"
most of the spectators were enjoying the
parade.
And I do not recall seeing any spectator
forced to stay at the parade if he did not
like the quality of the floats or the participants. I hope Sullivan and Goebel
realized that they could leave the moment
they were offended.
In regard to changing the criterion for
entrants, it is only fair that any group of

students be allowed to enter the parade,
whether they have the financial backing of
an organization or not. .
Perhaps all entrants should have a
thorough moral and family background
check before paying the entry fee. Then,
if they agree only to drink milk and
orange juice (in order to make a good impression on the kiddies), could they participate in the parade. Never mind that
the parade is held for the student body.
Personally, I feel that the parade was a
success and that all involved with running
it should be commended. It is a privilege
for us students to have a parade once a
year. However, I think it is also our
privilege to show our school spirit, not the
school spirit spectators feel is a good
reflection on us.
Brian E. O'Connor

Highlight of fall
I think PiKA fraternity deserves congratulations on another successful First
Friday Parade. It's too bad they've had to
take so much heat from the more uptight
members of the community. That parade
has become the highlight of the fall
semester, an uninhibited good time in
which everybody can take part.
Normal college students have always enjoyed beer and chuckled at off-color
humor. Taking those things away from
the parade would force it to be something
it isn't. I don't think it was ever meant to
be a kids' show or G-rated entertainment.
Local parents who don't understand the
nature of college kids on Friday afternoon
must be awfully naive.
I hope the University and the community will continue to be good sports, and
for one afternoon each fall, let everybody
be a college kid.
And a word to the sororities—don't
you kill it either with floats so lavish they
discourage less organized and less affluent
groups from entering, the way the large
fraternities have ruined homecoming.
Richard Saunders

Fairly judged
In regard to the letter written last week
entitled "Poor Judging," I consider the
accusations brought forth to be in very
bad taste. I am sorry Miller feels the judging was somewhat biased toward certain
sororities. Having been a Clemson resident for 21 years and a Clemson student
(and fraternity member) for the past three
years, I have always observed fair judging
and sportmanship in all university functions. This past parade proved to be no
exception. The judges were fine representatives of the school and community and
should be congratulated for a job well
done in an otherwise hectic afternoon.
I was impressed by all the sorority
floats and can appreciate the time and
effort that went into making them.
Although not as large as some floats, I
felt the creativity was very evident in the
two top floats. Knowing members in each
of the two sororities mentioned, I was informed that many hours were spent in the
creation and construction of their respective floats.
In summary, I would like to congratulate all the sororities for the effort they
exhibited. I am sure judging these floats

was not an easy task. It is a shame we can
not all be as gracious in defeat as we are
in victory. It is this kind of spirit that
makes competition enjoyable.
Graham W. Rich

Bacchanalia
Friday, Sept. 18—What an afternoon of memories! The day was bright
and clear, the sky cloudless, the air hinting of crispness—the mood, festive.
Perhaps you were there. Curb the Dawg!
Yes, it will be a long time before I can
forget the festivities. Maybe the children
never will. I remember standing beside my
child on the side of Main Street. Expectancy was the watchword . . . Who can
forget the strains of "Georgia, GeorgiaGeorgia won't you bite my ass," with the
variation "Georgia, Georgia—Georgia
won't you suck my dog?" Or the "Silver
britches, go to hell you sons of bitches."
And, if one couldn't remember the catchy
tunes, he could read them off a banner in
the procession. For the convenience of
onlookers, the songs and words were
repeated at periodic intervals. .
But too much for the music. The floats!
Wow, the floats. Castrate the Dogs! (with
graphic display). What impact! The
papiermache dog suspended by his hind
leg obviously missing vital parts. The instrument of elimination, a pair of scissors,
swinging in the proximity. Spectacular! Or
the nifty bit of creativity with the football
being rammed into the north end of the
southbound wire and crepe Dawg.
For those who like comedy, they were
not disappointed: the motorcycle which
reared precariously in the midst of a
group of revelers whose faces registered
shock, or maybe it was anger, at the
audaciousness of the rider's attempt to
capture crowd attention. And the jeep
which reared and knocked a banner carrier to the ground. Hilarious!
Finally the advertisements: the print was
small but the number prolific and continuous . . . and very effective. No one
could miss the commercials for Budweiser,
Strohs or MD 20/20. The publicity for
Wild Turkey, however, was subtle and
probably missed by most.
Whew, what an afternoon: the pageantry and revelry ... the bacchanalia . . .
the lewdness and vulgarity. Memories not
easily erased or forgotten. How effective
will they be for the children?
Such obscenity and open drinking
shouldn't have a place on public display,
not on our main street. It can't be endorsed by the town or the university. Or can
it? As a supporter of the community and
Clemson University, I respectfully request
an early reply.
Thomas S. Klugh Jr. '70

Funding cutback
I would like to comment on the proposed cutback of graduate student funds
at Clemson and its effects. There will be
two direct consequences: lower or noncompetitive pay for graduate students
and/or fewer graduate students.
Obviously, competitive graduate student
pay attracts more and better students. A
cut in pay will mean fewer good students
will come here, and some that are here

will leave. (Already some are talking of
leaving; they can't survive on lower income and can find better elsewhere.)
A similar thing will happen if the
number of graduate students is cut. Many
teach labs and basic undergraduate classes
such as English composition, calculus,
and statics. Fewer graduate students will
mean each will have to teach more and
larger classes (which will again effect the
kind of students we get, not to mention
the quality of the classes), and some sections will be cut altogether.
I think that this will lower the quality
of both graduate and undergraduate
education at Clemson, especially in
science and engineering, and will damage
South Carolina's reputation for supporting higher education and its own
economy. As an undergraduate in engineering, I hope these effects will be considered seriously before the cut is final.
Linda Hayes

EMT elimination?
Is the university attempting to eliminate
the student run ambulance system set up
by student government?
The university is not offering South
Carolina EMT class on campus this year.
The EMT club did not appear at organizations day. The ambulance has been
moved to the new fire station far away
from student emergencies and student personnel housing. Expecting students to
drive to the fire station is not adequate.
My letter to the administration was
answered to the effect that quality EMS
costs too much. I predicted in 1980 in a
letter to the Department of Public Safety
that student EMS would decline without
positive steps. Since student government
concluded that an on-campus ambulance
was required, the ambulance was purchased and manned by students.
Clearly, if we have the need for EMS
on campus, we have the need for paramedic EMS. Depending on Pickens County EMS out of Central for advanced care
is a fallacy just like depending on them
entirely.
Clemson needs a paramedic dedicated
to the ambulance instead of crew sharing
with the fire department. Paying EMT's
voids the good Samaritan law. Concerned
students should sign up for SCEMT class
at Tri County Tech Tuesday through Thursday, 7 to 10 p.m., beginning Oct. 22.
David Cowan
SCEMT 06797

Legends' apology
The advertisement for "Soap Opera
Happy Hour" was not meant to offend
anyone. It was written as all advertisements are: to catch the public's attention
and to be read by the public. It was written to be melodramatic and to convey
how inane soap operas are.
If anyone was offended, we are sorry,
but we feel the point of the ad was
missed. It was not meant to play on people's emotions to arouse them to buy food
or drink. Once again, we are sorry if we
offended anyone.
Employees of Legends

If
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Performing Artist
Series season Tickets
on sale in
union Ticket Booth
12-5
Mon.-Fri.
Tickets going fastGet yours now!

7

OCTOBER

ALL- AMERICAN COLLEGIATE TALENT SEARCH

October
1-10

Campus Talent Competition
Win a playdate in Edgar's and
a spot in regional
competition. All
Red Skelton
RENTAL
performing
talents
Clown Prints
DARKROOM
eligible. More

on display
in the Union
Art Gallery

lnforrrlat^nyr°Pening

Desk x

individuals & teams
sign up at
Union
information Desk
$1.50 entrance fee

0ct

Ober 19

Develop & print
Your 35mm Film

Spring Break Cruise
Social
October 5 7:30 p.m.
«_k Ny
Palmetto Ballroom
\.
Anyone interested in / Sunday
Spring Break Cruise / October 4
is cordially invited £ at Y-Beacri
Mason-Roller Line ^w
/ The Clovers,
oct 9,9:00pm, $1.00 \^
/Swinging Medallions)
Biuegrass
X
/ Poor Souls, Billy Scott
& Georgia Prophets,
Grand Strand
^

Y Movies:
■* Smokie &
^* the Bandit II
thru Oct. 3
' &9:15 p.m., $1.50
Tickets on sale at union
The Black Hole
Free
Flick:
ticket booth
Oct. 5-7,
The
Eiger
Sanction
7 &9:15 p.m
students $6.00
$1.50
public $8.00
8 p.m., free with

w

ushers needed—see show freesign up at info desk

An
Evening
With Red
Skelton

CU

CLEMSOM

day of show
$10.00

October 24 in
Littlejohn
Tickets at union
ticket booth
$9.75 floor & lower tierreserved seats
$8.75 upper tier—
general admission

sign up at union
information Desk, 50C
Pool Tournament
Of Champions
matches every
other week
Sunday, October 11
$4.25
Horseback Riding
Saturday, October 17, $8.00

Sign up at union information Desk
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Appearing
live-

Beach Boys

Bike Trip
on the Blue Ridge Parkway1

university I.D.
video: Clemsonvs.
Georgia Football
game 1981 and
John Houseman:
Perspectives on Aging
shown on request in loggia
October 5-10
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Union information Desk
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Courage important element for recovery
by Tim Hall
features editor
Courage is a trait we all possess in differing degrees. But like many personality
traits, one's courage is hard to measure in
everyday situations. Unfortunately, only
the most demanding of situations bring
courage to the forefront—and the results
may surprise even oneself.
For Tod Waldrop, a sophomore from
Landrum, S.C., that type of situation occurred on Dec. 7, 1980. Barely four months
into his college career, the textile chemistry
major was involved in a car accident which
robbed him of the use of his legs and partially paralyzed his arms.
"The-damage to my body is uncertain.
They [the doctors] called it an incomplete
lesion of the spinal cord. They said they
don't know how much usage I will regain in
my arms and legs," said Waldrop.
Waldrop is technically classified a quadraplegic. From the chest down he is paralyzed. But, the word defeat is not in
Waldrop's vocabulary.
"I never get upset or want to, you know,
just quit. But sometimes I get disgusted,"
Waldrop said.
And, where others would have lain
down, Waldrop was inspired. He took two
exams in the hospital a week after his accident and came back to school for the first
summer session of 1981.
"School this summer was something to
get used to all over again. I took nine hours
during the spring, but I did it by meeting
with the professors once a week," said
Waldrop.
Especially tough on Waldrop has been
the change in his hobbies—especially the
shift in athletics from being a participant to

photo by David Pelfry

Pausing near the newly erected elevator outside of the Cooper Library, Tod Waldrop
casts a reflective glance. Tod likes most of the university's facilities for the handicapped
with the exception of the sidewalk ramps.

being a spectator.
"I used to hunt a lot and lift weights. I
also used to play intramural sports a lot,
and I especially liked football. But what I
miss most is playing the guitar. I think I
miss that more than anything else,"

Waldrop said.
Now Waldrop spends much of his spare
time reading and watching football games.
He also does more fishing.
"I do a good deal of studying and
reading now. Watching football games on

television helped a lot last year after the accident. But being a spectator wasn't easy,"
said Waldrop.
Waldrop's life includes a lot of things he
wouldn't have thought of a year ago.
"I have an electric wheelchair paid for by
the state vocational rehabilitation center.
And my roommate, Todd Hunter, is also
my attendant. They had a notice posted at
Sikes for an applicant to take just such a
job and Todd applied. He helps me get up
in the morning and get ready for class. I
also have a student nurse, who I see two
days a week, Lucretia Porter," Waldrop
said.
The university has provided Waldrop
with a push-button phone at no extra
charge, and the textile department has hired
a lab assistant for Waldrop.
The recent improvements made at the
university for the handicapped were praised
by Waldrop, except for a few minor details.
Waldrop noted that only "about 50 percent
of the sidewalk ramps are wide enough for
wheelchairs." He also noted the need for
more elevators in Johnstone Hall.
"I can't get anywhere in Johnstone Hall
to party. The only way I can get to some
parties is to have my friends carry me. Cope
Hall also needs an elevator that's accessible
to the public," he said.
If his spirit is indicative of his physical
progress, the prognosis for Waldrop
doesn't look bad.
"I have regained feeling all over. My
hands are getting a whole lot better. I
daydream a lot about the way things used to
be, but if I start thinking a lot about things
I can't do, I start thinking about the things I
can do. If you're willing to help yourself,
you can do anything. You can't just throw
in the towel and say 1 quit," Waldrop said.

NOW APPEARING AT RIVER HILLS:
THE SMITH CRUMLEY BAND

River Hills, a spectacular mountain camping retreat exclusively for college
sophomores, juniors, and seniors, announces that its autumn season will extend from
October 1 to November 29.
A verv private 250-acre park with a stunning view of The Blue Ridge. Beach and
cliffs on The Chattahoochee River with 70,000,000 gallons of clean mountain water
surging by daily. Legendary swimming holes. Canoeing, tubing, fishing, hiking.
The rock and roll is genuine and the beer is on the house, weekend memberships
are only ten dollars, good from noon Friday to 6 p.m. Sunday, includes camping,
tubes, firewood, bathhouses, entertainment, beverages.
River Hills is exactly 58 miles due west of Clemson. Take 76 to Westminster, 123
to Toccoa and 115 from Toccoa to River Hills. Sleeping bags and tents available for
rent.
^^*>Jfryf*s
CLEMSON
A Wilderness Resort For College Students
P.O. Box 1136
Cleveland, Ga. 30528
404-865-2604
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Child abuse, neglect not unique to urban areas
by Dana Hanson
editor in chief
Child abuse and neglect is not something
bred and found in far away, big cities. According to Pickens County Central Registry
Reports, the number of child abuse and
neglect cases that have been reported since
1975 has increased from two that year to
366 in 1980.
Of the 366 reported cases in 1980, 235
were unfounded, 25 were not assigned, and
106 were indicated.
To aid victims in both Oconee and
Pickens counties, a number of concerned
citizens formed the Helping Hands of
Clemson. According to organization president Jean Tulli, members of the organization individually have been helping children
since two years ago this fall. But on Sept.
15, Helping Hands received its charter of
incorporation.
Incorporating was no easy task, accord-

ing to Tulli. "Our charter was returned
three times before we got everything right,"
she said. The organization is now filing for
a tax exempt status.
The goal of the organization, Tulli said,
is to eventually be able to provide a halfway house, emergency shelter, for these
children. Because most of the foster homes
are filled, the children remain in limbo for
extended periods of time, she said. Some of
them wait anywhere from one night to 90
days to be placed in foster homes because
of the process.
The group is hoping that someone will
provide Helping Hands with a house that
needs repairs so that the funds raised by the
group can be used for maintenance and
repair of the facility. It would take years
before we could purchase a house, Tulli
said.
While the group serves the two counties,
Tulli noted that as things now are, some of
the children are taken to Anderson or

Columbia during the waiting period. The
shelter will provide a temporary home
within the area.
Last Saturday's festival, held at Y Beach,
marked the beginning of the organization's
fund-raising efforts for the shelter. The
group raised $4,600 during the festival—
an amount Tulli said is indicative of success.
But the success of the day was contributed by people outside Helping Hands
as well. The rides provided for the festival
were made available at the cost of liability
insurance.
Also, several faculty and administrators
were on hand to assist. "They gave us a
helping hand with the festival as far as the
dunking booth and things like that," Tulli
said.
The next planned event for this year is a
Christmas party, Tulli said. While last
year's 273 party goers were solely from
Oconee County, this year's party will in-

The Society of
English Graduate Students

DELIVERY -^EXPRESS

is pleased to present

Roy Blount, jr.

Your Order Delivered In 45 Minutes Or Less
Or We Buy Your Drink
Delivery Hours:
Mon.-Sun. 5-10
also Sat.-Sun. 11-3

Author of Crackers
14 Oct. 1981
Lee Hall Auditorium 8:00 P.M.
in conjunction with Clemson Chautauqua

yburdouqh

654-6895
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UNIVERSITY SQUARE

clude both Pickens and Oconee counties,
and approximately 400 children are expected to attend.
So that Helping Hands doesn't have to
draw on money raised for the shelter, the
organization is seeking other organizations
or groups of people that would like to sponsor a child. It will cost $25, and the name,
age, sex and profile of the child will be provided as well as the clothing wants and
needs of the individual.
Another plan of the organization is to
sponsor, through the departments of social
services in the two counties, big brother and
big sister programs. The programs will
allow the big brother or sister to pick up the
child for the day to take him places.
The Helping Hands of Clemson, Inc.,
meets the first Wednesday of every month
at 7:30 p.m. at Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church. "You just need to be 18 and share
sympathy with our cause," Tulli said.

654-7095

Unfortunately

TIGER TOWN TAVERN
is forced to present good news and bad news.
Due to state and local fire codes our present
occupancy level is 450 students downstairs and
49 students upstairs. This means after this level is
reached no one can be permitted in until someone leaves.

Starting Monday, Oct. 5

THEG ft

NEWS

I
Mon., Tues., & wed.

Tiger Town Tavern proudly presents Clemson's first

UNCOVER CHARGE
we will pay 50C to the first 450 students
starting at 8:00 p.m.
Now the bad news

Thur., Fri.; & sat.
$1.00 cover charge starting at 8:00 p.m.
we are extremely sorry that this action is
necessary, but we have no control over fire codes.
Thanx, Tiger Town Tavern
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ENTERTAINMENT
neater review

'The Diviners' flows
with intense drama
by Keith Mattison
entertainment editor
In the "Diviners," the Clemson Players'
first production of the season, the company
demonstrates both great acting ability and
inexperience. The production is entertaining, with some intense dramatic scenes that
the players handle well. The weaknesses in
the production lie in the play instead of the
acting.
It is set in a small Indiana town in the
early part of the depression. The plot of the
play, which revolves around the characters
of Buddy Layman, played by Larry Hembree, and C.C. Showers, played by Arthur
Slade, keeps the audience's attention even
though it is unoriginal and a bit too obvious. The pacing in it is good, and the
scenes are tied together cleverly.
The major weakness is the overuse of
symbolism. The play draws a parallel between spiritualism and water, which is
almost a cliche. This parallelism is also
pointed out at every possible chance,
detracting from the play.
Buddy is a 14-year-old, "idiot" boy.
Years before, Buddy's mother drowned
while saving him from the river, and as in
scores of other plots, he is psychologically
scarred by the incident. He screams for her
in the night, and he is afraid of water.
Because of this fear, he has a unique ability
to find water and predict rain, mainly so he
can avoid it. He refuses to bathe, so he is
continually itching from ringworm.
C.C. is a fast-talking, former preacher
who now works for Buddy's father. He

becomes good friends with Buddy and tries
to cure him of his fear of water. Meanwhile,
the people of the town are trying to get
C.C. to return to the ministry.
Hembree and Slade are magnificant in
their roles. They work well together, and
the scenes when the two have the stage to
themselves are the best in the play. Their
characters are multi-dimensional and make
the most of them. The two can be both
pitiful and warmly funny at the same time.
Unfortunately, the other characters in
the play are not as well developed because
the plot does not give the actors enough to
work with. Some of the characters are in
the play only for comic relief, if stale farm
jokes can be called that, and have nothing
to do with, the story. The only complaint is
that sometimes they rush their lines.
Mark Charney plays Buddy's father, a
man who, as the audience is often reminded, understands machines more than
he understands his son. Lerinda Saint plays
Buddy's sister. The townspeople are played
by Alan Tanner, Bill Stewart, V.J Maury,
Charlotte Holt, Pat Haskell, Nancy
Forehand and Laura Ackerman.
The play is directed by Clifton Egan. The
directing is good except for a few times
when actors who are onstage but have no
lines appear lost. The stage design, a step
structure, often makes the actors crowd
into a small area while the rest of the stage
is empty.
The technical effects detract from the
play slightly. The lighting is uneven, with
actors sometimes saying lines from the
shadows. Some other technical effects are

.

photo by Rob Biggerslaff

Ferris and his neighbor Basil discuss bicycles and rearing children during the Clemson Players' "The Diviners." Ferris is played by Mark Charney, and Basil is played by
Alan Tanner.

more ambitious, such as the sound tape,
but these are too noticable when all the attention should be on the action.
The play will continue to run Friday,

Oct. 2, and Saturday, Oct. 3, at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $2 general admission, $1 for
faculty and staff and free for students with
their IDs.

Record review

The Ramones attempt to cure boredom
by Mike Richbourg
staff writer
The Ramones ended the century with
one album; their newest album, "Pleasant
Dreams," starts a new one. The only thing
more fun than listening to their latest album
would be dancing to it.
This is the sixth domestic release from the
Ramones; for true fans there is also an import live album. "Pleasant Dreams" is
more carefully produced than the earlier
records, with the exception of the Phil
Spector produced "End of the Century" of
1980.
The album is the first the group has done
featuring all original material. Previous
albums had obscure '50s songs in addition
to the songs written by the band.
The Ramones still draw much of their
sound from the early punk sound of 1976.
They also draw from the '50s rock and roll,
especially Eddie Cochran. The Ramones
sound has not changed much since their
debut album, and they still use "o-o-o-o-o"
and "yeah yeah."
Side one gets off to a high powered start
with the song "We Want the Airwaves" by
Joey Ramone. It is one of the best cuts on
the album. It is followed by a cut from Dee

Dee Ramone, "All Quiet on the Eastern
Front."
The "KKK Took My Baby Away" is
another song by Joey. It is similar to "I
Wanna Be Sedated" from the 1978 album,
"Road to Ruin." The album side closes
with "Don't Go," "You Sound Like
You're Sick" and "It's Not My Place (in a
9 to 5 World)." The latter cut contains
references to New York radio and television. Like much of the album, it uses better
lyrics and more complicated melodies than
are found on earlier albums.
The second side opens with "She's a Sensation" and "7-11." "7-11" is slower than
most Ramones' songs and is one of the
several teenage love songs on the album.
"You Didn't Mean Anything to Me" is
another love song, followed by "Come on
Now." The record ends with "This
Business is Killing Me" and "Sitting in My
Room."
These last two songs are about rock and
roll, one of the recurrent themes of "Pleasant Dreams." The other themes are teenage
love and a dissatisfaction with today's
world.
"Pleasant Dreams" departs from such
common Ramones material as pinheads,
headbangers, lobotomies and cretins. There

is only one reference to sniffing glue.
The album is good, and hopefully the
Ramones will go on playing good,

danceable rock and roll until someone
comes up with another cure for boredom.

Blues return to ballroom
by Donza Hyman
staff writer
The Central Dance and Concert Committee's 3rd Annual Blues Party will be on
Friday, Oct. 16, in the Clemson House
Ballroom at 8 p.m.
The party consists of an Albert Collins
& the Icebreakers concert. Refreshments
will be served afterwards.
Collins is the high-energy guitarist from
Texas, famous for his early '60s success
with a series of "cool sound" instrumentals. Collins' "Frosty" sold a million
copies and was followed by "Sno Cone"
and "The Freeze." In the mid-'60s,
Collins released three more albums on Imperial Records. Afterward he performed a
series of concerts from San Diego to
Vancouver.
Coming out of a dry spell, Collins'
career picked up in the late '70s. His
album "Ice Pickin" won the Best Blues

Album Award of 1979 from the Montreux
Jazz Festival, the English magazine
"Melody Maker," and the French
Academie du Jazz and was nominated for
a Grammy Award.
Collins' latest album "Frost Bite" is the
best blues record of 1980, according to
"Village Voice." Collins was named
"Contemporary Male Blues Artist of
1980" by the Memphis Blues Foundation.
Tickets for the Collins concert are $6
and may be purchased at the Union Ticket
Office from noon to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Together with Beach Club Promotions,
CDCC is sponsoring the Beach Boys concert to be held on Oct. 12, the night of the
NC State game, at 8 p.m.
Tickets go on sale starting today. They
are $9.75 for reserved lower tier and floor
seats. General Admission upper tier
tickets sell for $8.75. Tickets can be purchased at the Union Ticket Office.
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Beach music set for Sunday
by Donza Hyman .
staff writer
The fall Beach Music Festival '81 sponsored by the Central Dance and Concert
Committee, will be held Oct. 4 at the Y
Beach.
The festival's featured artists are The
Clovers, whose most famous songs are
"Love Potion #9" and "Nip Sip;" The
Swinging Medallions, "Double Shot," The
Poor Souls, "Brazil;" Billy Scot and the
Georgia Prophets, "I've Got the Fever"
and "California;" and Grand Strand, "A
Little Misunderstanding."
This is CDCC's third Beach Music
Festival. Approximately 4,000 people are
expected to attend this year's festival. It is
open to both students and the public.
The gates will open at 11 a.m. the day of
the festival. There will be live entertainment

from noon until 5 p.m.
The price of the tickets are $6 in advance
for students with IDs and $8 in advance for
adults. On the day of the show all tickets
will be sold for $10 each.
Tickets are available in Greenville at
Carole's Records and It's Levi's. They can
be purchased at The Record Hole in Anderson and at Easley's Poco Shop. Also tickets
can be bought at the Union Ticket Office,
Lynch's Drugs and the Master Disc of
Clemson.
CDCC's Leisa Fader said, "We want to
encourage sororities and fraternities to attend the festival. We are offering a special
incentive of one free ticket for every ten
purchased."
Fader added, "You'll never see another
collection of beach bands like this one
together again in one production in the
South at this price."

OCTOBER

Broadway musical appears
by Julie Walters
staff writer
Clemson's 42nd Concert Series is sponsoring the Tony-Award-winning Broadway musical "Pippin" Thursday, Oct. 8.
The musical will be held in Littlejohn
Coliseum. The performance will begin at
8 p.m.
The show is a personal history of Pippin, the son of Emperor Charlemagne.
The story, which is set in A.D. 780,
features Pippin as a young man who, after
completing his university studies, becomes
dissatisfied with life and begins a frenzied
quest for a life of excitement and challenges. The character plunges into a maze
of court intrigue, sensual pleasure and
bloody battles.
"Pippin" is scored by composer
Stephen Schwartz, known for his composition of the award-winning
"Godspell." In "Pippin" he mixes dance

mmUcT^
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NOW SELLING BIBLES &
CHRISTIAN BOOKS
Musical Instruments
and Accessories
Guitar Lessons
Clemson Ave.
654-4627
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numbers, ballads, and rock music. The
playwright of "Pippin," Roger Hirson,
adds modern concerns and dialogue to the
medieval drama.
As described by Mark D'Alessio, director of the national tour for New York's
Daedalus Productions: "Pippin" is filled
with magic, dance and a sense of spectacle. But it is more than a collection of
extraordinary parts; it is about a young
man's search for the right path and his
ultimate realization that there are no
totally perfect situations. It's the story,
the strength and truth of it, which makes
"Pippin" what it really is—a funny and
finally moving celebration of one boy's
passage into manhood."
The performance will be open to season
ticket holders and to Clemson students
with valid activities cards. Individual
tickets will be on sale at Gate 5 on the
night of the show. Tickets are priced at $6
for adults and $2 for children 16 .
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Ya'll Come!
1981
Miss Homecoming Pageant

THIS SATURDAY AT:

Tuesday, October 6, 1981
at 8:00 p.m.
Littlejohn Coliseum
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Campus Wide Elections for Miss Homecoming wil

Come watch the Tigers
on Big Screen T.v.

be Thursday, October 8, 1981, from 9:00 a.rn.
to 5:00 p.m.

Voting locations will be at

Harcomb, Schilletter, and the Library.
For further information,

Free Draft
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call Don Christoffers
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Gloria Gambrell
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Homecoming Pageant Co-Chairpersons
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Soccer team avenges last year's title loss
by Jim Gilstrap
staff writer
"This is one heckuva fighting ball club,"
head soccer coach I.M. Ibrahim said Sunday afternoon. "It's nice to know that none
of these guys is going to let the others
down."
These remarks came after inexperienced
freshman Maxwell Amatasiro scored an
unassisted goal with four minutes remaining in the first overtime period to lift the
Tigers over seventh-ranked Duke, 2-1.
The win raised the third-ranked Tigers'
season record to 6-0 overall and 3-0 against
Atlantic Coast Conference competition.
Clemson now has a one-game lead in the
race for the conference title.
The game
The first half of the contest turned into a
defensive struggle as neither Duke goalie
Boris Ilicic nor Tiger goalie Sean Burke
allowed a goal to be scored.
Duke mounted two serious scoring
threats in the first period, but Michael
Jeffries' shot hit the crossbar, and Sean
McCoy's attempt was deflected by the
Tigers' Charlie Igwobi-Okoye.
The Tigers finally broke the scoring
draught at the 39:56 mark of the second
half when striker Mo Tinsley scored on an
assist from Vincent Chika.
Duke, however, tied the score, 1-1, with
31 minutes remaining in regulation on a
long goal by Graziano Giglio.
The score was still tied when regulation

time expired, and the teams were forced
into two 10-minute overtime periods.
It was in overtime that Ibrahim made the
crucial substitution that ended up giving the
Tigers the win. He put the freshman
Amatasiro in the game in order to give
Vincent Chika a breather. Then, when
Duke overplayed Ail-American Nnamdi
Nwokocha and All-ACC Mo Tinsley,
Amatasiro was free to dribble past the
defense and score the winning goal.
Team effort
Ibrahim felt that team effort by the
Tigers was the reason for the victory.
"The entire team played well, and I can't
single out any individuals," he said. "This
pleased me because I want each player to
contribute in some way.
"We were simply a better team than
Duke, and we deserved to win," Ibrahim
said. "The key was our attacking the right
side of their defense in the second half.
They were weak in that area."
The Tigers travel to Chapel Hill, N.C.,
this Sunday to face the undefeated University of North Carolina Tar Heels, a team
that tied the Tigers last year. Ibrahim expects the Tar Heels to be upset-minded.
"North Carolina will really be up for us,
especially since we have to go to Chapel
Hill, but I feel like we have the better
team," he said. "The key is to limit our
mistakes. If we do that, then we should win
the game.
"I compare UNC to Wake Forest as far
as tough teams we have played," he said.
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Clemson's All-ACC striker Mo Tinsley (10) looks to score as Duke's goalie Boris lllicic
makes another save in an important conference game played in Clemson last weekend.
The Tigers play another important ACC game this Sunday when they take on the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Lady spikers win Wolf pack Invitational
by Doug Campbell
staff writer
Clemson's Lady Tiger volleyball team
traveled to Raleigh, N.C., last weekend to
compete in the NC State Invitational. After
six tough matches, the Lady Tigers met and
defeated Miami Dade Community College
in the finals to win the championship.
The Lady Tigers, 4-0 entering the tournament, opened their play against Winthrop
College. After defeating Winthrop, 15-5
and 15-4, Clemson went on to defeat Duke,
15-10 and 15-13, and Jacksonville, 15-7 and

15-1, before losing their first match of the
year to George Washington University,
6-15, 15-10 and 9-15.
The loss to George Washington completed the Lady Tigers' pool play, and their
3-1 record in that play earned them a berth
in the first round of the championship play.
In the first round, Clemson defeated East
Tennessee State, 7-15, 15-11, 15-13 and
15-6, and advanced to the second round to
meet NC State, the host team and a team
that Clemson had never beaten.
"The key game in the tournament was

Harriers run all over Bulldogs,
men ranked third nationally
by Mark Bailey
staff writer
Both the men's and women's cross country teams gained victories in meets held last
Saturday. The women defeated the Georgia
lady harriers 15-49, while the men scored a
victory over Georgia and the Clemson
Track Club in a tri-meet.
In the women's meet, Ail-American
Cindy Duarte established a new course
record in completing the three-mile run in
17:51.01. In all, six Lady Tiger runners
crossed the finish line ahead of the first
Georgia competitor. Thus, the Lady Tigers
completed a clean sweep of the meet.
The men's team, led by Jim Haughey's
24:34.03 performance, accumulated only 23
points in defeating its opponents over the
five-mile course. The Clemson Track Club
placed second with 38 points, while Georgia
amassed 64. Haughey was closely followed
by Terry Goodenough of the Clemson
Track Club. The first Georgia runner to
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cross the finish line placed 10th.
Sam Colson, head coach of both Clemson teams, was pleased with the performance of his charges. "The Georgia meet
was especially valuable because it let us
know where we are going this year. It also
gave us an idea of where the training programs need improvement," he said.
Colson believes that the men's team, currently ranked third nationally, will do well
this season. "Barring any unforseen circumstances, it should qualify for the national championships," Colson said.
The women's team has not reached its
peak yet, according to Colson. "We have to
gear up the program because we aren't
where we should be." Colson hopes that
the women's team will be able to reach the
national championships. In order to
qualify, the women must finish at least
third in the Atlantic Coast Conference,
which would require victories over Maryland, Virginia or NC State. All three are nationally ranked.
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against NC State," said head volleyball
coach Linda Copeland. "We hit with a
variation of attacks which broke down their
defense."
Clemson defeated NC State, 15-13, 8-15,
15-12 and 15-10, before capturing the
championship by edging Miami Dade Community College, 15-11, 17-15 and 15-13.
In the loss to George Washington, Judy
Sackfield, Clemson's two-time all-state
middle-hitter was injured and played at less
than full strength for the remainder of the
tournament. However, according to

Copeland, Sackfield should be healthy for
the next match.
^Replacing Sackfield, Carol Hitrik turned
in a solid performance, providing Clemson
with an effective center attack at this critical
time in the tournament.
While identifying Hitrik's performance
as instrumental, Copeland also said, "They
all played well. It was a complete team effort, which is the key in volleyball."
Clemson's next match will be on Oct. 1,
when the Lady Tigers face Winthrop College in Rock Hill, S.C.

The Tiger picks
THE GAMES
Clemson at Kentucky
North Carolina at Georgia Tech
Syracuse at Maryland
Virginia at NC State
Appalachian State at Wake Forest
East Carolina at Duke
Pittsburgh at South Carolina
Chattanooga at Furman
Florida State at Ohio State
Florida at Louisiana State
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SCOREBOARD

Four sports make top 20
their season last weekend with a convincing
23-64 victory over the Georgia Bulldogs.
Following a week off, the football-Tigers
moved up to 14th place in both the Associated Press and United Press International
polls. The Tigers first entered the nation's
top 20 last week after a 13-3 win over defending national champion Georgia. The
Bulldogs were ranked fourth at the time.
The Tiger defense is also recognized as
one of the nation's best this week as it leads
in the number of points allowed per game.
Clemson opponents average only six points
per game.
Head coach Joanne Baines' eighthranked field hockey team is the only Lady
Tiger team nationally ranked this week.
The undefeated Lady Tigers defeated
Davidson College last Tuesday, 9-0.

by Cindy Powell
sports editor
Men's cross country, soccer, football and
field hockey are all ranked in the nation's
top 20 this week, the first time in Clemson
history that four fall sports have been ranked
at the same time.
The soccer team and the cross country
team are both ranked third in their respective sports. Coach I.M. Ibrahim's soccer
team, 3-0 in conference play and 6-0 overall, moves from fifth to third place this
week following a 5-3 victory over 16thranked NC State and a 2-1 overtime victory
over seventh-ranked and defending Atlantic
Coast Conference champion Duke.
The men harriers are also ranked third
for the highest preseason rating in their
history. Coach Sam Colson's crew began

Head Hunters

Soccer
Clemson, 2; Duke, 1 (Overtime)
Men's Cross Country
Clemson, 23; Clemson Track Club, 38;
Georgia, 64

Men's Rugby
Clemson A-side, 44; Medical College of
Georgia, 3
Clemson B-side, 22; Medical College of
Georgia, 16

Women's Cross Country
Clemson, 15; Georgia,49

Women's Rugby
Clemson, 30; Medical College of Georgia, 0

Volleyball
Wolfpack Invitational finals
Clemson, 15; Miami Dade Community Col-

Field Hockey
Clemson, 9; Davidson, 0

leEC 11

Clemson, 17; Miami Dade Community Col1Q £ £ 15
Clemson, 15; Miami Dade Community College, 13

'HNRSTYLISTS'

We can supply all your needs for glasses,
contact lenses and supplies.

(Across from Post Office)

clemson

Special
student
Prices!

Golf
East Tennessee State Invitational
Clemson B-team 13th with a three-day total
of 918

EYE EXAMINATIONS • PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
LENSES DUPLICATED

New Location — Victoria Square
Blow Cuts
Body waves
654-2599

Club Football
Clemson, 0; Anderson Semi-pro, 40

Sept 24 through Sept 30

118 College Avenue

CJemson
IsionCenter
Vision

Phone: 654-7980

Optometric Associates
See Us For Your Ray-Ban Sunglasses

Hatdeej
October breakfast special!

What
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PACKARD

CALCULATORS
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ACCESSORIES
SC MACHINES, INC.
121 Broadus Ave.
Greenville, SC 29601
803/233-1629

Ifyouworft
read these
7 signals
of cancer.,.

Biscuits

You probably have
the8tn.
1 • Change in bowel or
bladder habits.
2. A sore that does not
heal.
3* Unusual bleeding or
discharge.
4. Thickening or lump
in breast or elsewhere.
5* Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.
6* Obvious change in
wart or mole.
7. Nagging cough or
hoarseness.
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NO COUPON NECESSARY.

8* A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
early stage. A stage when
it is highly curable.
Everyonels afraid of
cancer, but don't let it
scare you to death.
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Offer good at participating Hardee's thru October 31,1981.

51 American Cancer Society
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Lady Tigers take fourth win
by Thad Cloer
staff writer
Head field hockey coach Joanne
Baines' eighth-ranked Lady Tigers raised
their record to 4-1 with a Tuesday afternoon romp over Davidson, 9-0.
Barbi Johnson led the Lady Tiger scoring barrage with five goals, while Debbie
Austin and Lynn Cannon'led the defense.
The Lady Tigers scored three goals in
the first half, but despite that fact, Baines
felt that her team played very sloppy
because of a seven-day lay-off with no
games.

"We lost some of our physical conditioning," she said, "but I think we're
coming back."
In the second half, the Lady Tigers got
their passing game going and scored six
goals on the inexperienced Davidson
squad.
The Lady Tigers' next game will be a
4 p.m. contest at Pfeiffer on Monday.
The Lady Tigers will then travel to
Spartanburg, S.C., to face Converse College at 4:30 on Tuesday.
"The challenge now is to win games
and stay there," Baines said, referring to
her team's eighth-place national ranking.

CAMBODIA
IS DYING
T Save the
Children®
Westport, Connecticut
06880

WATCH
OUT!
COMING
SOON!
_« ►
ft

•
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Appalachian Trail Outfitters, Inc.

S N
DO.

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
(803) 654-1737

ATTENTION!
50% OFF
WE AT GUYS & DOLLS KNOW HOW IMPORTANT IT IS FOR YOU TO
LOOK YOUR'BEST AND WE WANT TO PROVE IT TO YOU BY MAKING
THIS INCREDIBLE OFFER!
IF YOU'VE NEVER BEEN TO GUYS & DOLLS BUT YOU DECIDE TO
COME WE WILL SHAMPOO, PRECISION CUT & BLOW STYLE YOUR
HAIR FOR Vt OUR REGULAR PRICE. THAT'S RIGHT, 50% OFF OUR
REGULAR PRICE. WE WANT TO PROVE TO YOU THAT WE'RE THE
GREATEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO YOUR HAIR.
SO DON'T WAIT! COME IN ANYTIME BETWEEN 9 A.M. & 2 P.M.,
MON.-FRI. WITH THE COUPON BELOW-THERES NO
APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

NOT
TRASH!

Yes, CRC, one of the wholly owned
subsidiaries of Anheuser-Busch, will
Pay You Cash On The Spot For Empty
Aluminum Cans of Any Kind.
FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

NEW CUSTOMERS

50% OFF

ALL CUSTOMERS

$10.00 OFF

FULL SERVICE CUT

ANY SOFT OR
CURLY BODY WAVE

OFFER GOOD 9-2 MON.-FRI.

OFFER GOOD 9-2 MON.-FRI.

EXPIRES 10-9-81

EXPIRES 10-9-81

Ph. 654-1902
Rogers Plaza • 123 Bypass

19

EOril .ZOT for every pound (about
24) of aluminum cans you recycle.
It's an easy way to earn extra money for your
club, favorite charity or yourself.
Turn what could be trash into cash and clean
up while you're cleaning up!

BRW6W 6A0C,
CASHEW/
Budweiser of Anderson, Inc.
1830 White Street
Anderson 226-6028
Monday - Friday 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
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Trailing the tiger

NCAA officials return for another visit

by Cindy Powell
sports editor

This time 12 days ago, all the Tigers had
to worry about was how best to celebrate
their victory over the defending national
champion Georgia Bulldogs. But now they
have a problem that even a nation-leading
defense can't solve.
The NCAA has come to visit—again.
You'll all remember that Clemson's present problems with the NCAA first surfaced
last spring when President Bill Atchley announced to the media:
"Two NCAA representatives visited the
campus this weekend to discuss football
recruiting procedures with the Clemson
coaching staff."
The preliminary investigation involved
the recruiting of two prospects from Knoxville, Tenn., Terry Minor and James Cofer.
The problem at the time seemed to be that
both recruits wanted out of Atlantic Coast
Conference letters of intent to attend Clemson, so they called the NCAA in an attempt
to get out of those letters.
At least that's what Tiger fans wanted to
think.
The matter quieted down until late June
when another press release by Atchley again
clouded the Clemson football horizon. This
time Clemson announced that it had released
both Tennessee prospects from the ACC
letter of intent because they had failed to
submit all the information necessary to apply for the fall term.
At the same time it was released that
ACC commissioner Bob James had received
a letter from Cofer in April stating that he
was offered money and merchandise during
his visits to Clemson.
Surprisingly enough, the NCAA still

didn't make its investigation of Clemson
recruiting procedures official, despite all
apparent evidence that Clemson was indeed
guilty.
So Tiger fans again forgot the matter,
thinking instead of the coming football
season and all that it promised with an offense that hadn't graduated anyone and a
defense that was always strong.
They forgot, that is, until last week,
when the NCAA proved that it hadn't forgotten by making another visit to the Clemson campus.
The NCAA continues to make its routing
denials of an investigation or noninvestigation of Clemson recruiting. But
two officials were here, for the second time,
and they weren't here just to see the campus.
"It's a continuation of their preliminary
investigation," Atchley said. "We know
nothing beyond that. As you know, they
[the NCAA] never tell you anything."
Athletic director Bill McLellan agreed
with Atchley's statement about the
preliminary investigation and added that
they chose last week to visit because they
knew the football team had an open date
last weekend.
But is Clemson guilty of recruiting violations?
"Not that I know of," Atchley said.
"We didn't do anything on purpose, and as
far as we know we are within NCAA regulations. But there are so many regulations
that no one can really be sure."
Would Clemson admit it if it had violated
NCAA recruiting regulations?
"If we were wrong, sure I'd admit it,"
Atchley said. "And if we are wrong, then
we'll take our lumps with the rest of them."
That's how things stand right now in
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Free safety Terry Kinard (43) makes one of five Tiger interceptions in Clemson's victory over the defending national champion Georgia Bulldogs. The Tigers are fighting
more than other football teams as the NCAA continues to investigate alleged recruiting
violations.

Clemson's biggest game of the season—the
football program vs the NCAA. And there
is some comfort in Atchley's denial of any
knowledgeable wrong-doing on Clemson's
part—if you ignore the inevitable "ifs" and
"buts."

Besides, it would be sad to think that this
year's 14th-ranked football team, with its
best start in two decades, would be penalized
for recruiting violations against prospects
Clemson didn't even get.

LIQUORS AND WINES
FEATURING THE BEST LINES OF
LIQUORS - LIQUEURS - WINES

VISIT OUR

WINE CELLAR

405 I COLLEGE PLACE-COLLEGE AVE. -654-5570
(Under W. J. Brea's Back Porch)

PARTY SHOP
PREMIUM BEERS - KEGS - WINES
PARTY SUPPLIES - ICE

THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN!
LET US SUPPLY YOUR PARTY
THIS WEEKEND!

OPEN 11:00 A.M. SATURDAYS
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH

SUNDAY LUNCH & DINNER
12:00-2:50 P.M. • 5:30-9:30 P.M
NIGHTLY ON THE BACK PORCH

(8:30-12:00)

405 J COLLEGE PLACE-COLLEGE AVE.-654-5570
(Located At The Rear of College Place,
Under W. J. Brea's Back Porch)

Tuesdays - Laura Littlef ield & joe Walton
Wednesdays - Rick Myers
Thursdays - Laura Uttlefield & Joe Walton
Friday & Saturday — Lori Byrd

NEW EXPANDED MENU!
405 D COLLEGE PLACE • COLLEGE AVE. • CLEMSON

